Title word cross-reference

(α, β) [908]. 10^{10^6} [455]. 3 [496]. +
[854, 23, 971]. 33 [708]. K [685, 980, 429, 553, 581, 909, 638, 906, 391,
612, 798, 937, 377, 714, 770, 499, 995, 446,
254, 733, 304, 961, 488, 500, 939, 545, 789,
747, 1034, 489, 728, 694, 661, 342, 763, 901,
873, 757, 441, 717, 483, 774]. kk [651, 689]. l
[744]. l_p [779]. n [164, 409]. pq [570]. s [964].
t [512, 964]. tt [651]. Orpheus [885]. DÅG
[799].

* [92, 96, 94, 78].

-anonymity [377, 661, 304]. -approximate
[940]. -closeness [512]. -closest [689]. -core
[908, 728]. -gram [409]. -grams [570]. -hop
[638]. -most [733]. -Nearest [164, 770, 499].
-NN [391]. -overlap [771]. -Path [714].
-reach [980]. -shortest [906]. -TM [708].
-tree [91]. -truss [961].

1999 [192].

2020 [1028, 1024].

3X [475].

'98 [144].

Between [90, 256, 524, 873]. Beyond [455]. Beyond [455]. Beyond [455].}


Between [90, 256, 524, 873]. Beyond [455]. Beyond [455]. Beyond [455].


corrupted [1014]. Cost [803, 232, 766, 819, 532, 948, 955, 919, 768, 251, 222, 642, 408].
cost-based [919, 408]. Cost-driven [232].
Cost-effective [803, 819, 642].
count [895]. Counting [125, 928, 704, 399].
covering [922]. Covers [714].
Cross [1031, 919, 922]. Cross-chain [1031].
cross-platform [919]. cross-range [922].
crowd [615, 1032]. crowd-aided [1032].
crowd-sourced [615]. crowds [621].
Crowdsourced [939, 819, 920].
crowdsourcing [619, 786, 772, 691, 875, 1005]. cube [375, 482, 371]. cuckoo [893]. curious [533].
Cyclic [125].

D [496]. DaMoN [915, 1024, 894].
data-centric [570, 696]. Data-induced [1030].
data-intensive [664].
data-oriented [306].
Dataset [876]. datasets [847, 250, 347, 493, 383, 624].
dataspace [973]. dataspace-based [973].
Datalog [798, 610, 966, 760].
DeepDive [754]. definitions [555]. Delay [353].
Delivering [134]. delta [639].
Demarcation [40, 39]. denormalized [268].
Dense [636]. Dependencies [27, 596, 555, 976, 1010, 978, 601, 811, 975, 461].
Dependency [300, 632, 719, 524, 802].
Deploying [363]. deployment [699].
Depth [433, 852, 327]. derived [551].
DNA divergence [358]. Design [33, 555, 62, 2, 53, 84, 783, 472, 529, 803, 405, 990].
Describing [178]. designs [609]. desired
[1006]. desktop [405, 501]. destination
[588, 681]. Detecting [389, 464, 688].
Detection [139, 279, 1008, 969, 721, 764, 953, 336, 719, 1020, 490, 956, 348, 634, 644].
deterministic [298, 527]. devices [877].
DHT [544]. diagram [604, 604].
Dictionary [92, 678, 918].
Dictionary-based [92, 678]. DIFF [933].
different [173]. Differential
diff [10, 656, 1015, 704, 661]. Differentially
diff [625, 796]. differentiated [718]. digest
diff [426]. digital [201, 422]. dimension [420].
Dimensional [154, 47, 46, 279, 722, 463, 168, 614, 854, 203, 328, 176, 548, 441, 248, 1033].
dimensionality [328]. dimensions
dim [430, 551]. Dimension [542].
Direction-based [542]. directions [363].
directly [938]. disclosure [307].
disCoveries [732]. discovering [1006].
discovery [925, 374, 271, 913, 1003, 743, 528, 772, 620, 978, 221, 811, 290, 603, 975, 866].
Discrete [44]. discriminant [510, 231].
Disjoint [769]. Disk [116, 417, 489].
disk-based [417]. disk-resident [489].
Disseminating [408]. Dissemination
[333, 544]. Dissociation [751]. Distance
[149, 981, 881, 588, 530, 391, 996, 613, 437, 862, 303, 902, 603, 397, 657, 761, 622, 573]. Distance-Based [149, 303, 902].
Distances [164]. Distilling [808].
Distribution [28, 392, 1021]. Dittrich
[345]. divergence [895]. Diverse [744].
Diversified [912, 717, 1034, 851]. diversity
[654, 685, 662]. DNA [212]. Document
[109, 123, 17, 291, 301, 240, 955, 490, 18, 831].
Documents
[50, 162, 447, 218, 217, 616, 187]. domain
[672]. dominating [549, 441, 483]. down
[186]. Dragoon [943]. driven
[627, 232, 712, 256, 940]. drives [740].
DTDs [448]. dual [530, 281, 398, 356].
dual-tree [530]. duplicated [460]. during
[406, 1014]. Dynamic
[531, 164, 293, 28, 658, 423, 841, 937, 996, 753, 889, 639, 368, 364, 292, 379, 251, 170, 620, 328, 922, 830, 837, 767, 408].
Dynamical [148, 791]. dynamically [597].
Dynamics [95, 106].
e-commerce [179, 1020, 182]. e-services
[178, 183, 180]. Early [35, 167, 940].
early-termination [940]. Earth [573].
ECC [762]. Eccentricities [857]. edge
[636, 963]. edit [881, 902, 761, 622].
edit-distance [761]. editing [560].
Editorial
[207, 155, 1028, 213, 930, 266, 887, 165, 237, 156, 225, 177, 402, 867, 185, 302, 260, 121].
Editors [346]. Effective [784, 811, 151, 713, 279, 819, 803, 954, 871, 335, 573, 843, 642].
effectively [690]. effectiveness [246].
effects [462]. efficiency
[1000, 731, 929, 832, 508, 706, 265, 605].
Efficient
Efficiently
[581, 10, 38, 187, 591, 773, 250, 770, 707, 825].
Efforts [35, 786]. EGO [614]. EL-LSH
[940]. Elastic [546, 730]. elasticity [655].
elicitation [517]. eliminate [492].
Eliminating [628]. Elite [730]. embedded


kernel [510]. key [617, 781]. key-value [781]. keys [734]. Keyword
[595, 690, 692, 912, 957, 492, 509, 349, 511, 434, 763, 899, 698, 797, 629, 774].
key-based [957]. keywords [806, 361, 343]. Klaus [345]. kNN
[484, 365, 414]. Know [733]. Knowledge
[88, 46, 54, 993, 430, 748, 249, 702, 808, 462, 524, 989, 1011, 691, 754, 221, 942, 1023].
Knowledge-Base [84]. knowledge-intensive [691]. KRISYS
[118].
label [980]. labeling [981, 788, 920, 280].
labelling [996]. Language [59, 61, 884, 84, 858, 294, 586, 161, 173, 965, 593, 340].
language-based [586]. Languages
Large-scale [619, 451, 933, 211, 852, 558, 404, 643, 818, 1004, 270, 575, 715, 985].
last [743]. latency [1025, 845]. latent [416]. lattice [600]. lattice-based [600].
la [392]. layer [851, 907]. layered [405].
layers [269]. Lazy [153]. leakage [308].
learned [461]. Learning
[239, 158, 962, 748, 818, 1021, 960, 903, 524, 1014, 989, 832, 713, 966, 308, 698, 971, 1023].
learning-based [713, 971].
learning-dependency [524]. length [358].
Level [84, 24, 897, 653]. Leveraging
[979, 837, 891]. LHAM [147]. libraries
[201]. life [283]. lifecycle [375, 482]. lifted
[751]. lifting [910]. like [388]. limited
[906, 233]. Lindex [600]. line [523, 385].
Lineage [223, 350]. LineageChain [931].
Linear [668, 231, 818, 704, 300]. Lines
[70, 69]. link [240, 282]. linked [619]. lists
[519, 489]. literature [422]. Lunatic [900].
Load [116, 547, 988]. Local
[513, 671, 945, 896]. locality [725, 779, 928].
locality-aware [928]. locality-sensitive
[779]. Localized [414]. locally [671].
Locating [200]. Location
[852, 957, 806, 654, 243, 673, 707, 289].
Location- [957]. location-aware [707].
location-based [243, 289]. locations [658].
lock [701]. Locking [93, 945]. Locks [51].
Log [147, 525, 379]. Log-based [525].
Log-Structured [147]. logging [561, 802].
Logical [119, 832]. logs [890, 528]. long
[882, 666]. longest [743]. longest-lasting
[743]. looking [815]. lots [1018]. Low
[1025, 532, 235]. low-cost [532].
Low-latency [1025]. lowest [766].
lowest-cost [766]. Lp [548]. Lp-norm [548].
LRU [68]. LSH [833, 940, 1033]. LSM
[880, 946]. LSM-based [880].
M [133]. M-Trees [133]. machine
[962, 249, 818, 1021, 960, 903, 989, 966, 759].
machines [336, 760]. main
[753, 1029, 805, 701, 663]. main-memory
[753, 1029, 805]. Maintaining
[40, 347, 386, 54, 39]. Maintenance
[117, 28, 636, 841, 474, 236, 244]. Make
[895, 335]. Making [871, 773, 825].
manager [252, 701]. Managing
[962, 238, 217, 173, 718, 457, 363].
Manipulation [71]. Many [816].
Many-query [816]. MapMerge [559].
Mapped [67]. Mapping
Problem [102, 692, 210, 735, 681]. Problems [136, 783, 410]. process [594, 528, 249]. processes [696, 1004].


ScalKB [748]. Scaling [382, 674, 760, 802, 805, 280, 186]. Scan [809]. Scans [68, 655, 576]. srcarity [404].
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[970, 653, 771]. wrapper [178]. write
[587, 561]. write-access [587]. write-ahead
[561]. write-optimized [740]. writes [731].
WWW [357].

XML
[387, 456, 211, 690, 570, 268, 692, 180, 481,
467, 587, 291, 218, 301, 217, 609, 215, 616, 567,
219, 214, 278, 459, 366, 341, 368, 492, 364, 527,
XML-based [407]. XML-enabled [183].
XPath [218, 448, 630]. XQuery
[259, 355, 261].

Yannakakis [889]. YmalDB [627]. York
[144].

Z [485]. Z-order [485]. Z-SKY [485]. zero
[648]. zero-overhead [648]. Zigzag [19].
zones [766].
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